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1 Introduction
In April 2019, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) hosted an Upper E Traffic
Management (ETM) Tabletop/Guided Discussion session with Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
industry, and government stakeholder Space Act Partners in attendance to gain an understanding of
planned operations above Flight Level (FL) 600 and begin discussions around a concept of operations for
ETM, including common principles and assumptions about the operating environment.
A second tabletop exercise with FAA, industry, and government stakeholders was hosted at NASA Ames
Research Center on December 12-13, 2019 to explore ETM concept development considerations
associated with air traffic control (ATC)/ETM interactions.
On December 12th, Day One of the Tabletop, the FAA and NASA facilitated the discussions, focusing on
operations transitioning to/from ETM environment, operations that occur both above and below FL600,
contingency operations, and other topics that impact air traffic control operations. Subject matter experts
with operational expertise from industry (operators and stakeholders), Department of Defense (DoD),
NASA, and the FAA participated in the discussions (see Appendix A for a list of attendees).
On December 13th, Day Two of the Tabletop, the industry stakeholders facilitated the discussions around
ETM cooperative management above FL600- a community-based traffic management concept where the
Operators are responsible for the coordination, execution, and management of operations.
The objectives of Tabletop #2 were as follows:
 Identify operational issues/considerations and data impacts associated with:
 Assess current and future operational characteristics/tempo
 Transition to/from ETM
 Operations straddling ETM/Class A boundary (operating above and below FL600)
 Off-nominal/Contingency operations
 Inform development of cooperative management concept
Scenarios were presented to facilitate discussion between participants using structured questions to
explore operational details. An overview of the scenarios is provided in the Tabletop #2 Scenario
Overview table.
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Table 1. Tabletop #2 Scenario Overview.
Scenario #

Scenario

Scenario Events

1

Planning, Takeoff, Ascent
(location for takeoff-remote field
within Air Route Traffic Control
Centers [ARTCC] only ops or field
within terminal control)





Planning/Clearance
Takeoff
Ascent to operating altitude

2

Descent
(location for landing-remote field
within ARTCC only ops or field within
terminal control)





Planning
Descent from operating altitude
Landing

3

Dual Class A/Upper E Operations



Operations straddling FL600

4

Off-Nominal




Uncontrolled descent into lower altitudes
Lost link

Participants were asked to discuss operator tasking, detailed procedures, operational impacts, and
system/data impacts based on their operational perspectives. Structured questions for each operation
type were asked with regard to:


Operating environments (takeoff/landing locations, airspace classes, traffic densities)



Operational impacts/issues for each phase of flight and operation type



Communication, Navigation, and Surveillance (CNS)/equipage



Required ATC services



Procedures



Information/data requirements

This report summarizes the FAA/NASA-facilitated discussions that took place on Day One. Although ETM
cooperative management was not on the Day One agenda, there was some discussion on this topic,
highlights of which are summarized in Section 4. Actions resulting from the Tabletop are presented in the
Section 6. Slides from the Tabletop are available for review in Appendix B.

2 Upper Class E Vehicle Types, Operators, and Operational Profile
Descriptions
Industry participants represented the population of current and/or projected upper Class E operations
and vehicle types, including an manned fixed wing supersonic aircraft, an unmanned fixed wing - high
speed vehicle, several high altitude long endurance unmanned fixed wing vehicles, an unmanned balloon,
and an airship. These vehicle types and operating characteristics are summarized in this section.
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Manned Fixed Wing Supersonics
Aerion
The Aerion AS2 is leveraging emerging low boom capabilities to enter the market of supersonic passenger
travel around 2026. Aerion initially expects to operate out of smaller, executive airports on an as-needed
basis. The vast majority of aircraft owners will be individuals and FlexJet. The aircraft will be built in
southeastern U.S., with close access to unrestricted airspace for testing. Aerion aircraft will operate
similar to a conventional aircraft but with a faster ascent rate (and potentially steeper climb). Operations
will range from FL410 to above FL600, with vehicles capable of reaching supersonic speeds in the midFL300 range. Aerion’s goal is to operate at high altitudes for as long as possible to maximize fuel efficiency.
Aerion is prepared to comply with all FAA regulations applicable to their operation, including CNS
requirements. Direct pilot-controller communications will be established through Controller Pilot Data
Link Communications and traditional push-to-talk capabilities. ADS-B will be used for surveillance.
Navigation will be enabled through Global Positioning System (GPS) navigational capabilities.

Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed
Northrup Grumman
Northrop Grumman’s Global Hawk operates similar to large manned aircraft; however, it is controlled by
a remote pilot at an operations center. Global Hawks are government aircraft used to support military
operations, conducting research and surveillance missions, so they typically operate out of restricted
airspace. They take 30 minutes to reach operating altitude above FL500 at speeds of up to 360 knots
ground speed. Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flight plans and clearances are obtained for transit through
controlled airspace. Ascent/descent is typically performed via a spiral climb (to promote airspace
efficiency). The aircraft can maneuver as needed via manual adjustment by the remote pilot-in-command
(RPIC). Takeoffs and landings are limited to government-controlled airfields.

High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) Unmanned Fixed Wing
Airbus
The Airbus Zephyr high altitude unmanned fixed wing vehicle currently provides broadband
communications and collects research data in Australia. The Zephyr executes conventional takeoffs and
landings in a remote area via a slow cylindrical ascent and descent pattern (approximately eight hour
duration, 100-150 feet/minute) to operational levels above FL550. The Zephyr is vulnerable to
environmental impacts, has limited maneuverability, and can maintain altitude if necessary, depending
on conditions. IFR flight plans are not required in Australia, but notification prior to ascent and descent is
provided via Notices to Airmen (NOTAMs), and ATC authorization is obtained in accordance with
applicable Letters of Agreement (LOAs). Surveillance consists of transponders and automatic dependent
surveillance - broadcast (ADS-B). Communications with ATC are established through a ground control
center landline. Navigation is primarily GPS-based.
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Aurora
The Aurora Odysseus intends to provide climate researchers with long-term, high-resolution observation
capabilities. Aurora currently does not have an operational vehicle, but intends to launch one several
weeks-long mission once per week within the next two years. Much like other aircraft in its class, the
Odysseus is slow-moving, taking four to six hours to reach operational altitude. It will execute a pattern
climb (e.g., spiral) to accommodate ATC needs. It travels 16 to 20 knots true airspeed, but speed is wind
dependent. Launch is anticipated to take place in controlled airspace. ATC notification and NOTAMs will
be required prior to launch. Communication with ATC will occur throughout the operation. Chase aircraft
will be used up to an altitude of FL180, with ATC providing separation services through Class A airspace.
Surveillance will consist of transponders and ADS-B, with ground control center voice communications
with ATC. Navigation will be GPS-based.
AeroVironment
The AeroVironment Hawk30will perform as telecommunications base, delivering connectivity to remote
areas above a fixed location. Although AeroVironment prefers a cruise climb, it typically executes a
cylindrical ascent/descent (mission and wind dependent) up to operational altitudes of about FL600.
Climb and descent rate is approximately 100 feet/minute, taking roughly eight hours to ascend to
operational altitude and reach the ground on descent. Currently, IFR flight plans are not filed - operations
are conducted under a Certificate of Authorization (COA). A mix of waypoints and coordinates are used
to navigate. Equipped much like other aircraft of its class, the Hawk30 uses ADS-B for surveillance,
establishes voice communications with ATC via control center, and uses GPS for navigation.

Balloon
Loon
The unmanned long endurance Loon balloons deliver connectivity to people in unserved and
underserved communities around the world. Up to a dozen Loon balloons launch per week with
months-long flight durations. They currently operate under LOAs and waivers, coordinating with ATC as
appropriate. Ascending to operational altitudes above FL500 roughly in one hour, the free balloon
follows the wind pattern, reaching ground speeds of up to 100 knots. Ascent cannot be stopped.
Maneuverability at operating altitude is achieved by adjusting altitude to catch prevailing winds. Loon
coordinates ascent and descent with ATC, descending within radar coverage whenever possible.
Vehicles descend into remote areas using parachutes to guide the vehicles to planned landing sites.
ADS-B is used for surveillance. Communication with ATC occurs directly through an operations center
that supplies position reports. GPS is used for navigation.
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Airship
Sceye
The Sceye TV 17 airship is a lighter-than-air, helium-filled, remote-controlled airship that enables
communications and research capabilities through long duration, high altitude flight. These operations
are currently in a planning state—none are operating at this time. It will launch and land in dedicated
locations as a free balloon. A source of limited power will provide maneuverability at operating altitude
(FL640-FL650). Sceye anticipates operating under IFR flight plans. They have the ability to provide
highly accurate predicted tracks based on observed environmental factors. ADS-B is anticipated to be
used for surveillance while very high frequency (VHF) will establish RPIC/ATC communication.
Navigation will be enabled through GPS.

3 Tabletop Exercise
Operators provided details about their vehicle and operations via a questionnaire prior to the Tabletop.
This data was incorporated into the Tabletop #2 data collection materials to maximize time during the
exercise. The Tabletop discussions were primarily structured by phase of flight—flight planning,
takeoff/launch, descent, straddling operations, and contingency operations. Operators were asked to
share information individually for vehicle and operations-based portions of the exercise, while other
conversations were group ATC/operator discussions designed to elicit thoughts on potential airspace
management techniques for specific scenarios (i.e., Class E Entry Point Change and Operations Straddling
FL600 scenarios).

Operational Tempo
Operators provided information about their anticipated operational tempo, both near and far term, so
that the Tabletop participants could gain perspective on the number of predicted operations and impact
to the National Airspace System (NAS).

Manned Fixed Wing Supersonics
Aerion
Aerion is not currently operating; their goal is to be operational by 2026. Aerion will operate in the fixed
wing supersonic category, serving as a business jet. Their goal is to sell 500 aircraft over the next few
years, with 10 aircraft airborne globally at any given time (three to four operating within the NAS at a
given time). Aerion’s operations will provide on-demand service unlike scheduled airline operations. Not
all flights will be supersonic operations. Short-range flights will be subsonic, flying at approximately FL400.
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Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed
Lockheed (U-2)
Lockheed’s U-2 performs routine military flights out of restricted airspace in the western half of the United
States (U.S.). Lockheed is also developing an airship with an envisioned fleet of 100 aircraft. They expect
to maintain a consistent airborne fleet size, each performing six-month loitering operations, with the
frequency of launches dependent on the refresh rate.
Northrop Grumman
Today, Global Hawk operations occur five to six days a week, operating mostly within FL510-FL590. Some
Global Hawks operate off the east and west coasts of the U.S. but most operate overseas. They expect a
stable operation tempo although the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is expected to obtain the
aircraft with the goal of international flight.

HALE Unmanned Fixed Wing
Airbus
Airbus currently has one unmanned HALE fixed wing aircraft operating that stays airborne for multiple
weeks, but they are expecting to eventually operate multiple aircraft at a time.
Aurora
Aurora expects to begin operating within one to two years, with launches approximately once per week.
The aircraft, a solar unmanned HALE fixed wing, is designed for weeks-long flights, with single air vehicle
flights every few weeks. Aurora will start with infrequent test flight/data collection operations. Once
operational, they expect once-a-week flights on average (takeoffs and landings). The objective is to
transition to commercial operations.
AeroVironment
AeroVironment has a current operational tempo of about one flight per month (up to 12 per year).
Beginning in 2020, the rate of operations is expected to double yearly. The goal is regular flight with
hundreds of aircraft, and hundreds of operations, within a given year.

Balloon
Loon
Loon currently logs about 400,000 flight hours each year—about 100,000 are accrued in United States
oceanic airspace annually. Seventy-five percent of these operations occur between FL500 and FL600 and
are comprised of clusters of 50-plus balloons. Loon is currently launching about a dozen balloons per
week, with the goal of ramping up to several million flight hours with hundreds of vehicles.
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Pre-flight and Takeoff/Launch
Pre-flight and take-off/launch discussions focused on coordination, flight planning practices, and
procedures specific to each vehicle type. Each operator detailed information specific to their operation.
FAA participants offered agency/ATC perspectives on the subjects.

Figure 1. Take-off/launch and transit to Upper Class E airspace.

Pre-flight and Flight Planning
Preflight and flight planning discussions revolved around flight planning, ATC notification, and
authorization requirements. Balloon operators are the only participants not required to file flight plans;
all operators notify ATC of intent and receive ATC authorization to fly.
All Tabletop participants agreed that changes to FAA flight planning could offer opportunities to better
support flight planning for upper Class E operations. Flight plan considerations included:


The provision of a set of routes and contact information to ATC is the primary function of the
current flight plan—it is possible that more information could better support ATC needs.



A number of operator flight plans are/will be composed of both waypoints and latitude/longitude
(lat/long) coordinates. This combination has potential impacts on ATC (e.g., lat/long conversions)
and ATC systems (e.g., could exceed flight plan characters or route limits).



Current flight planning support systems do not support long duration missions. Flight plans that
exceed 24 hours time out. Flight plans will typically work for vehicles transiting to/from Upper E,
but not long endurance flights operating at altitude. There are work-arounds, such as re-filing
and flight plan stitching, but the potential for errors and system robustness needs consideration.
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Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) contingency plans must be available to ATC in some form.
Flight plans are a potential avenue for sharing contingency routes because they are readily
accessible to ATC.



Many vehicle trajectories are susceptible to uncertainty and require frequent updating and
modification. Flexibility is a key consideration for flight planning procedures and requirements.

Takeoff/Launch
During takeoff/launch discussions, industry participants were asked to provide information related to
their individual takeoff/ launch procedures. Responses varied by aircraft type/operation and maturity of
operations.
Many operations are, or expect to be, managed through LOAs with ATC facilities, COAs/waivers,
segregated airspace/airspace restrictions, use of low volume airports/airspace, and special use airspace.
Unmanned aircraft have difficulty getting to FL180 due to the inability to meet FAA regulations (e.g., sense
and avoid). Regulatory gaps must be filled to accommodate UAS, as these changes can aid in normalizing
operations and accommodating unique departures. The FAA has identified regulatory gaps and plans are
underway to fill them, but these changes take time. Ground-based detect and avoid (GBDAA) can aide in
meeting these operator requirements. Workarounds and mitigations are in place (e.g., chase planes) and
are safe, but they are not standardized or normalized. If LOAs are in place with local facilities, they can
greatly facilitate transit (ascent and descent) for both ATC and operators.
Weather conditions at takeoff are key considerations for HALE fixed wings, balloons, and airships, as these
vehicles are susceptible to winds, ice, and other environmental factors. These susceptibilities impact
vehicle takeoff times, vehicle trajectories, and other operational factors, so flexibility is imperative for
efficient operations.
An ETM operator/ATC digital exchange capability would enable fluid
communications, facilitating more flexible and efficient operations.
The performance characteristics and operational limitations of some vehicles that operate in upper Class
E airspace have the potential to create impacts to air traffic below FL450. For example, new supersonic
fixed wing operations may require a corridor for takeoff and initial climb out while HALE fixed wing aircraft
will likely execute very slow spiral climbs to reach altitude.

Ascent to Operating Altitude
Discussions on the ascent phase of flight explored procedures, ATC service and coordination expectations,
and operational issues specific to each vehicle type. Each operator detailed their ascent procedures
separately, providing information specific to their vehicle. Vehicle performance and equipage tables were
available for reference throughout the discussion. These are located in Slides 35-40 in Appendix B.
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Figure 2. Ascent to operating altitude.

Ascent to Operating Altitude – Airspace Management and Procedures
Ascent procedures and characteristics can vary widely based on aircraft and operation types. Payload
capacity can limit vehicle ability to comply with regulations/equipage requirements. Aircraft propulsion,
airframe design, and, in certain cases, operating altitude can limit vehicle ability to comply with ATC
instructions.
Supersonic fixed wing aircraft operators emphasized the need for a rapid climb to altitudes above FL180
due to high fuel consumption at lower altitudes. Supersonic aircraft need very large airspace volumes to
adjust their flight path (as large as 100 miles vertical and 10,000 feet horizontal).
For HALE fixed wing aircraft, the rate of ascent is very slow and lateral maneuverability can be very limited
during climb. Vehicle performance is significantly different than traditional aircraft. Generally, launch
and climb to altitude requires a calm atmosphere. These aircraft are also very sensitive to weather and
wake turbulence generated by other aircraft.
High moisture content and updrafts/downdrafts within thunderstorms can cause failures for balloon and
airship operators. They climb relatively quickly and can maneuver laterally using winds but cannot stop,
climb, or descend. Balloon operators can predict climb path with a high rate of certainty.
ATC will need to understand the range of performance characteristics and operational differences (e.g.,
some HALEs may fly backward at times).
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3.3.1.1.

Manned Fixed Wing – Supersonics

Aerion
Aerion will provide 25-passenger service out of business/executive airports (as opposed to primary
commercial airports). Aerion’s aircraft operates similar to a conventional manned aircraft but may
execute steeper climbs at higher speeds due to fuel efficiency, lapse rates, and noise levels. Aerion’s
objective is to take off and accelerate as quickly as possible to reduce fuel burn. The aircraft can reach
FL410 in approximately 10 minutes and is capable of reaching supersonic speeds at about FL350, although
it is operationally inefficient to do so. Supersonic operations typically occur once at operating altitude.
There are circumstances where they might cruise as low as FL370, but that would be atypical (e.g., the
aircraft is stuck in a strong headwind and does not want to go around). Exact procedures are notional at
this time.
The aircraft has the ability to comply with ATC instructions, with the same maneuverability as a subsonic
airplane. However, maneuverability becomes more limited at higher speeds, especially when supersonic.
When operating at supersonic speeds, the aircraft will take longer to turn.
The airplane weighs approximately 60 tons with wake on the order of a Boeing 737. It is no more
vulnerable to meteorological factors than a conventional manned aircraft of similar size.
Aerion expects ATC services to be consistent with the airspace in which it is operating.

3.3.1.2.

Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed

Northrup Grumman
Global Hawk data and information provided (Slide 36 – Appendix B) reflect one set of procedures for one
location; there are no blanket statistics to provide. Procedures vary at different locations. The procedures
in place are primarily due to FAA needs and regulatory structure. If NAS constraints were not in place,
Global Hawk may choose to operate differently.
Global Hawk is a UAS that typically operates out of restricted airspace and executes a spiral climb through
controlled airspace into restricted airspace (upper Class E); both airspace and ascent patterns are
mitigations, not preferences. Horizontal departure is preferred, spiral departure is typically executed to
meet ATC/NAS needs. The Global Hawk can comply with air traffic instructions. It does not have a wake
turbulence classification (due to the nature of these operations no unmanned aircraft has received a wake
categorization to date).
Global Hawks navigate via lat/longs while ATC uses waypoints, this combination can create issues because
the NAS/ATC operates via waypoints and a common navigation language is important to ATC. Controllers
cannot convert and interpret lat/long data quickly and easily.
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3.3.1.3.

HALE Unmanned Fixed Wing

Airbus
The Airbus Zephyr is a UAS with plans for long endurance missions (capable of more than 100-day flights)
with infrequent ascents/descents. It is not likely to operate out of airports. To date, it has operated in
exclusionary airspace in Australia and the U.S. (flight tests). It launches in a calm atmosphere and is
vulnerable to wake and meteorological issues. It has a very slow rate of ascent, taking up to eight hours
to reach altitude. It has some ability to maneuver, but vehicle performance has limitations - for example,
lateral movement is limited and slow. Vehicle performance is very different to traditional aircraft - the
vehicle may fly backwards at times due to winds. Decision making is considerably different from other
aircraft, planning has to be done far in advance.
Payload is critical to the mission, which limits its ability to meet equipage requirements (e.g., airborne
collision avoidance system, detect and avoid [DAA]). It is equipped with ADS-B and the operator has
ground communication with ATC. There is no DAA system on the vehicle—they currently coordinate with
Loon to avoid conflicts while at operating altitude.
Aurora
The Aurora Odysseus is a UAS that will take off and transit to altitude via a pattern climb (likely spiral). A
chase aircraft is expected to provide separation up to FL180; ATC services will provide separation through
Class A.
Transit operations will be relatively infrequent due to long endurance missions. Aurora’s airspeed range
on climb is 16-20 knots (note: Appendix B, Slide 38 data incorrect). The vehicle’s performance is impacted
by winds, such that airspeed will be less than wind speed in mid-altitudes, and the vehicle can fly
backwards at times. The vehicle’s ability to fly a heading is also limited based on winds. If directed to turn
a heading, the vehicle could go in the opposite direction (control is most limited in the jet stream). The
aircraft is able to hold altitudes for reasonable amounts of time, but long holds (up to an hour) can affect
energy, impacting the vehicle’s ability to reach altitude.
The transit portions of the flight will be most problematic due to the inability to meet applicable FAA
regulations. Aurora will likely try to seek waivers to operate (e.g., use NOTAM, chase planes). They
recognize integration of HALE fixed wing aircraft impacts on NAS operations due to the need for large
segments of segregated airspace and their unusual performance characteristics, but the low tempo of
transit operations means minimal disruption, at least initially, while total HALE volume is low.
Aurora intends to equip with ADS-B.
AeroVironment
AeroVironment’s Hawk30 is a UAS that typically launches from sites with tranquil atmospheric conditions
(e.g., sites free of clouds, ice, turbulence). Non-ideal meteorological conditions will delay launch. It
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typically executes a cylindrical ascent/descent, but cruise climb is operationally ideal. A corridor would
be an ideal way to manage transit (perhaps a dynamic, moving block of airspace that promotes equity).
The vehicle can respond to air traffic instructions. It can level off, climb, and ascend upon request, but
executes the changes slowly.
Environmental conditions greatly impact the Hawk30. The vehicle is massively affected by lift or sink, as
these disruptions impact energy state. It is also vulnerable to icing, turbulence, and wake. Significant
vertical and lateral buffer is required, although the amount will differ between aircraft pairs.
The vehicle is equipped with ADS-B.
The vehicle is currently operating in restricted airspace. The goal is to explore alternatives and learn as
much as possible.

3.3.1.4.

Balloon

Loon
Loon is an unmanned balloon that launches from remote locations. It has a steady ascent rate that cannot
be stopped. The balloon can use winds to maneuver horizontally, but not necessarily on request. The
path of the balloon can be very reliably predicted. Trajectories are constantly being recalculated
throughout the operation and can be shared with ATC.
Loon balloons are somewhat resilient to wake and turbulence; they can withstand some pressure and
wake, within limits. Heavy moisture content (e.g., storms, clouds) can cause failures. Updrafts and
downdrafts within thunderstorms can cause significant failures.

3.3.1.5.

Airship

Sceye
Sceye behaves as a balloon with a steady ascent rate to altitude (ascent cannot be stopped). The vehicle
can drift quite drastically on ascent (drift 100 miles and go 100 knots) but it is very predictable. Once at
altitude, it has powered cruise to its operational area.
Sceye is very resilient and flexible to turbulence, updraft, downdraft, and wake.
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Ascent Scenario – Class E Entry Point Change
Tabletop facilitators presented a scenario in which an operator’s planned entry point into the ETM
environment has been deconflicted prior to launch. Due to an unforeseen issue, the ETM entry point
changes (perhaps due to weather or ATC instruction change), and there is now a conflict. Both vehicles
in conflict are limited in their ability to maneuver. The goal of the scenario was to discuss whose
responsibility it would be to manage the conflict (ATC/ETM operators) and how it might be resolved.

Figure 3. Class E entry point change.
The group agreed responsibility for conflict resolution at an ATC/ETM transition point would fall on ETM
operators. Prevention of a conflict at transition into the ETM environment is the most important element
of managing this situation because the lack of maneuverability of some vehicles could mean a collision is
unavoidable. It is critical that vehicle maneuverability and trajectory projections are built into the
cooperative right-of-way paradigm so that clear rules are in place. Should a conflict occur during transition
to ETM, the more maneuverable vehicle would have to take action to deviate. For example, HALE fixed
wing aircraft may be able to level off and maneuver, but balloon and airship operators will not have that
same option.
Continuous re-planning, precise projections, and clear, convenient communication mechanisms among
ETM participants and ATC are key to avoiding a scenario of this nature. It would be beneficial for operators
to share atmospheric conditions and other detailed information in order to more precisely calculate
trajectories and predict conflicts. The more insight operators have regarding limitations, maneuverability,
and position projection, the safer and more efficient the airspace. When two vehicles are going to be in
the same airspace, a possible cooperative requirement could be that they share key operational
information (e.g., atmospheric information) using an agreed upon operator-to-operator paradigm for
proximate aircraft.
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Descent from Operating Altitude to Landing
Descent flight planning, airspace management and procedures, and landing were explored in the same
manner as ascent. Each operator provided information specific to the vehicle. Performance and equipage
tables for all vehicles were available for reference throughout the discussion to provide context (Slides
41-52 in Appendix B).

Figure 4. Descent from operating altitude to landing.
Descent from operating altitude is similar to ascent to altitude in all cases. Under the current rules,
balloon operators are the only participants not required to get an ATC clearance prior to descent. All
operators notify ATC of intent to descend. The ability to comply with ATC instructions is limited for certain
aircraft, based on vehicle design and capabilities, among other things. The ability to predict the exact
track of certain aircraft types as they transition will vary depending on the type of vehicle and the
frequency of re-planning under changing conditions. For the purpose of ATC planning and instructions,
the accuracy of the flight track on descent is critical.
Supersonic fixed wing aircraft will want to stay as high as possible for as long as possible to manage fuel
and control speed during descent. HALE fixed wing aircraft need to manage available power for thrust
during descent; power level depletion rates impact the operator’s ability to provide a 24-hour notice.
Balloon and airship operators use descent planning tools and trajectory calculators to predict flight paths.

Manned Fixed Wing - Supersonics
Aerion
For Aerion, descent is similar to ascent. The timing of a subsonic to supersonic switch is situational. On
descent, they must manage their airspeed and descent rate to avoid overspeed, this usually requires some
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space to achieve. The goal is to remain as high as possible for as long as possible and execute an idle
descent. Coordination with ATC is important to meet both company and NAS needs.

Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed
Northrup Grumman
Descent procedures mirror ascent procedures.

HALE Unmanned Fixed Wing
Aurora
Aurora provides a 24-hour notice to ATC. IFR clearance is required for descent. There is a risk that descent
planning could be impacted by low energy reserves, in which case, the 24-hour notice of descent may not
be possible.
Vehicle performance on descent is better at higher altitudes. Bank angles at low altitudes are shallow;
the vehicle has faster rates of turn at higher altitudes. Its bank angle is very limited at low speeds because
of the long wingspan.
AeroVironment
If the vehicle is low on energy, the RPIC may need to request lower altitudes on an ATC clearance. Under
nominal operations, the vehicle will perform similar to ascent, except that it will be a little bit slower than
the climb. Battery power is a concern on descent, if the vehicle runs low, or out, of power it could trigger
an off-nominal event.

Balloon
Loon
Prior to descent, Loon targets a landing area and simulates drift to control the descent to target. Loon
coordinates the descent simulation path with ATC 24 hours in advance. Coordination with ATC occurs
again, both two hours and one hour prior to descent. Loon then calls ATC five minutes prior to descent.
ATC may request a delay.
On descent, drift is controlled by parachute. The balloon separates and becomes two targets below
10,000 feet to minimize impact as payload separates from envelope. Both targets are transponder
equipped with ADS-B. Whenever possible, descent is executed within radar coverage.
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Airship
Sceye
Sceye descends as a free balloon. It sends up its own radiosondes during flight to determine flight
accuracy and uses a descent planning tool similar to other balloon programs. The resulting profile is very
accurate. The projected ascent and descent tracks are shared with ATC.
Sceye is currently an unmanned free balloon but planning for Sceye One is underway. Sceye One will be
equipped with a small motor for maneuvering while at altitude. On ascent and descent, Sceye One will
act as a free balloon.

Operations Straddling FL600
Tabletop #1 indicated that ETM operators have a need to regularly operate both above and below FL600
(straddle upper Class E and upper Class A airspace). As a result, Tabletop #2 explored operator needs,
potential requirements, and potential solutions for managing operations that drift between upper Class E
and Class A airspace.

Figure 5. Operations straddling ETM and provided separation environments.

Flexible Floor of Cooperative Environment
All but one participating operator needs to descend into or operate in Class A airspace due to winds and/or
to optimize power. FL500 is the lowest operational altitude required by participating operators, although
Loon would ideally have as much flexibility to the floor as possible.
Operator needs by vehicle type:
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Supersonic: Aerion’s supersonic operations will typically occur between FL500 and FL550, but they
will have situational need to operate above FL600.



Balloons: Loon respects the lowest operational floor permitted by ATC. They prefer as much
flexibility to the floor as possible. Their maximum operating altitude is FL650.



HALE fixed wings: Fixed wing operators plan to operate above FL600 during the day and descend
into Class A at night. Descent altitude varies by season and location but the lowest altitude
vehicles could tolerate would be FL500.



Airship: Sceye plans to operate between FL640 and FL650. They may ascend at night (within 1000
feet).

Several options for managing flights that straddle upper Class E and Class A airspace were discussed:


Airspace Re-classification: Lowering the Class A floor (where conventional traffic is light) to allow
ETM cooperative operations below FL600 would accommodate straddling flights. However, it
would take FAA regulators five to seven years to make a change when there is not a clear, suitable
floor that benefits both ETM- and ATC-managed traffic. A more flexible, less time-consuming
solution is desirable.



ATC Altitude Reservations: ETM operators could coordinate with ATC to obtain block altitudes in
Class A airspace on an as needed basis. There are several advantages to this solution: (1) this is
done today, so there is a system in place to support this strategy; (2) it reduces controller
workload by eliminating the need for controllers to coordinate with one or multiple operator(s)
floating in and out of Class A; and (3) establishing a volume of airspace for ETM operations in Class
A is sensible due to the nature of high altitude operations and the performance characteristics of
the vehicles (e.g., loitering/grid patterns, limited maneuverability, and vulnerabilities requiring
considerable buffer). Intensive management of upper Class A operations is not required
today. Managing more block altitudes in the future would require additional ATC resources.
Airspace equity issues could also emerge if operators are competing for large blocks of airspace.



Flexible Floor of Cooperative Environment: Lowering the cooperative floor where operationally
feasible (without reclassifying the airspace) would be an ideal way to provide ETM operators the
flexibility they are seeking, while also relieving ATC of the responsibility to manage these
operations. A concept of operations that supports the needs of both cooperative- and ATCmanaged operations, along with a regulatory structure, would need to be developed.
At issue is whether the airspace would be exclusive to cooperative operations or whether flights
receiving provided separation services would remain under ATC control in the airspace.
Participants shared concerns about having two different control systems for one airspace.
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Considerations


ATC-managed descents to Class A must consider a balance between timing and certainty. The
longer the ATC notification requirement, the less certain an operator can be of their descent plan
(e.g., time, altitude). ETM operators require flexibility due to business models and dependence
on environmental factors. ATC needs time to prepare and plan (e.g., move traffic, if necessary),
but they also have concerns about making unnecessary adjustments.



ATC altitude restrictions must be respected by operators regardless of vehicle performance and
reliances.



Whatever the vision for future ETM operations, ATC needs to have knowledge of, and access to,
ETM flights/flight data. Two potentially different control systems comingling in the same airspace
adds risk for operational issues. The system must also consider the lack of, or gaps in, ATC
capabilities (e.g., flight plans time out on these long duration flights).



Rules for fair access to airspace are imperative—the airspace management method must be fair
and equitable for cooperative- and ATC-managed aircraft.



Accurate, timely information is key to NAS efficiency and safety. ATC tools are not built to manage
strategic deconfliction/operations, so supporting capabilities and information management need
consideration if the FAA is going to support deconfliction processes.

Contingency Management
Uncontrolled descent and lost link contingency management was explored from an operational
perspective. Individual operators were asked to discuss management techniques and vehicle
considerations specific to each event. ATC was asked to comment, from their perspective, on
manageability of, and issues associated with, proposed responses.

Uncontrolled Descent
An uncontrolled descent scenario was presented to elicit operator response protocols and drive out
operational considerations. Each operator detailed their response to uncontrolled descent. ATC noted
operational factors and difficulties associated with managing an uncontrolled descent.
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Figure 6. Uncontrolled descent.

3.6.1.1. Manned Fixed Wing - Supersonics
Aerion
In the event of an uncontrolled descent, Aerion would squawk 7700 and follow manned aircraft
emergency protocols.

3.6.1.2. Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed
Northrup Grumman
The RPIC would attempt to regain control of the aircraft and if the Command and Control (C2) link was
available, the squawk code would be adjusted to 7700. Standardized procedures are in place for
uncontrolled descent. These procedures would be followed to mitigate potential damage.

3.6.1.3. HALE Unmanned Fixed Wing
Aurora
Aurora has a quick reference handbook outlining procedures for a number of contingencies. A human
engineer would be in the loop to manage the process. If the vehicle is not behaving as expected, Aurora’s
ground station has automated alert and alarm functionality that would alert the RPIC. ATC could be
notified via aircraft communications or telephone. In the future, Aurora intends to automate contingency
management, including squawk code changes and contact with ATC.
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AeroVironment
AeroVironment personnel would calculate a fall point based on current location, altitude, and forecasted
winds. This fall point would be communicated to test personnel today, but it could be piped to other
agencies and stakeholders as well (e.g., fire department). Flight crews have procedures for contingencies
memorized. In this case, mission control would be notified, followed by ATC and emergency response
personnel. The appropriate code would also be squawked. The long-term plan is to automate procedures
and develop more sophisticated responses, including squawking a special code in the case of an event.
Airbus
Zephyr would react to uncontrolled descent in a similar manner to Aurora and AeroVironment.

3.6.1.4. Balloon
Loon
The Loon control center would get an alert in the event of an uncontrolled descent. They would use
available ATC phone numbers to notify ATC and squawk the appropriate code. They have not automated
a change of squawk code because “emergency” code does not have a universal standard, but they are
considering alternatives. Emergency response personnel would not be required if a balloon was
experiencing an uncontrolled descent.

3.6.1.5. Airship
Sceye
In the event of an operation failure, such as a complete loss of power, Sceye would contact ATC. The
projected trajectory of the ship would be profiled and shared with ATC. If aircraft communications are
intact, the flight crew would adjust the squawk code. A mobile control center would monitor the flight
path. The ship would still have considerable lift, the descent would not be rapid (approximately 750 feet
per minute), and a huge impact would not be anticipated.

3.6.1.6. FAA
The most critical component to managing an uncontrolled descent is the timing of ATC notification—ATC
must be notified of the event as soon as possible. Accurate trajectory information is also key (e.g.,
operator projections, surveillance data) so that ATC can sanitize the airspace along the projected path.
Loss of aircraft surveillance would be very problematic in this situation (e.g., ADS-B/transponder loss) redundancies and multiple links are important mitigations.
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Lost Link
A lost link scenario was presented to elicit individual vehicle response protocols and drive out
operational considerations. Each operator detailed their operational response to lost link. ATC noted
operational considerations associated with managing a lost link event.

Figure 7. Lost link.

3.6.2.1. Manned Fixed Wing - Supersonics
Aerion
Aerion is a manned aircraft, so a lost link would constitute limited information to the aircraft. The aircraft
would have to slow down, but it would still remain under the pilot’s control and operate normally. A
change of communications status would be communicated to ATC, if possible.

3.6.2.2. Unmanned Fixed Wing – High Speed
Northrup Grumman
Global Hawk has a sophisticated suite of lost link logic. Contingency routing and planning are carefully
developed prior to flight. Pilot and flight crew contingency training is stringent. Contingency plans are
available to ATC.

3.6.2.3. HALE Unmanned Fixed Wing
Aurora
The Odysseus has three communication and control links—two line-of-sight radios and one backup
satellite link—so lost link is unlikely, but not impossible. Once a predetermined time elapses with no signal
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(a few minutes), lost link would be declared, the vehicle would change the squawk code to 7400, and
execute a preprogrammed flight path to a landing location. The lost link procedure (flight path) is updated
in the event of lost link.
AeroVironment
The Hawk30 response to lost link would be similar to Aurora, right down to C2 link configuration. The
vehicle would squawk a lost link code, but the response would depend on the problem. The vehicle may
not execute a landing, but it may descend and hold altitude until link is restored. Speed adjustments may
be required due to the lack of data designed to maintain speed.

3.6.2.4. Balloon
Loon
After three hours has elapsed with no link, the transponder would squawk a discrete code, and the balloon
would descend. The three-hour time delay is configurable and can be automatically set per onboard
programming. If the transponder is off, it will come back on automatically after a period of time. Balloons
are programmed not to descend in areas where it could be problematic. Loon works with ATC to ensure
surveillance (ADS-B) is functional and provides them a projected flight path.

3.6.2.5. Airship
Sceye
Sceye programming allows ten minutes to reestablish communication prior to terminating flight and
descending.

3.6.2.6. FAA
ATC must be notified of a lost link event as soon as practical. The vehicle response to the event must be
known and predictable. If the ATC plan is available and reliable, it can manage lost link events.
Contingency management is not just aircraft centric—it is much more comprehensive. It needs to take
NAS operations into account (e.g., traffic flows).

4 ETM Cooperative Environment
Although discussions on cooperative operations above FL600 were reserved for industry-led discussions
on Day Two, potential interim solutions for strategic deconfliction did surface during on Day 1. In
particular, two different alternatives were discussed:


The FAA Air Traffic Control System Command Center (ATCSCC) Central Altitude Reservation
Function (CARF) Unit does strategic deconfliction for space launches, military airdrops, and other
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operations. The CARF has the potential to provide an interim cooperative deconfliction function
for upper Class E operations. The CARF Unit has top secret DoD clearance (e.g., top secret mission
information, due regard operation details), which would allow for DoD/industry deconfliction
without the concerns of compromising sensitive or classified information.


FAA CARF and moving altitude reservations (ALTRV) could provide opportunities to strategically
deconflict operations prior to implementation of full-scale ETM deconfliction capabilities.

5 Summary


General discussion about vehicle performance characteristics, equipage, procedures, and
operations will inform concept and requirements development, identify potential considerations,
and inform research and simulation activities.



The need for a structure to support ETM operations that regularly flows between upper Class E
and Class A was confirmed. Potential solutions for supporting these operations were identified
for consideration (e.g., dropping the cooperative floor).



Contingency management for uncontrolled descent and lost link were explored from an
operational perspective. This information will inform operational requirements and research and
simulation activities.



The FAA’s CARF Unit may be able to assist with strategic deconfliction of high-altitude operations
as an interim solution.

6 Actions
Industry Actions


Industry will identify information requirements and/or considerations for FAA/ATC systems (e.g.,
flight planning needs, separation envelopes).



Industry will continue to develop cooperative operations concepts, strategic deconfliction
requirements, and vehicle performance envelopes.



Industry will work with NASA to develop simulations and conduct research to further
development efforts.



Aerion will share airports/characteristics of airports with NASA, if possible.

NASA/FAA Actions


The FAA will continue development of a Concept of Operations for upper Class E operations.



NASA will work with industry to develop simulation and research platforms.
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Acronyms
Acronym or Term

Description

ACAS

Airborne Collision Avoidance System

ADS-B

Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast

ALTRV

Altitude Reservation

ARTCC

Air Route Traffic Control Centers

ATC

Air Traffic Control

ATCSCC

Air Traffic Control System Command Center

CARF

Central Altitude Reservation Function

CNS

Communication Navigation Surveillance

COA

Certificate of Authorization

DAA

Detect and Avoid

DoD

Department of Defense

ETM

Upper E Traffic Management

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FL

Flight Level

GPS

Global Positioning System

HALE

High Altitude Long Endurance

IFR

Instrument Flight Rules

Lat/Longs

Latitude/Longitude

LOAs

Letters of Agreement

NAS

National Airspace System

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NATO

North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NOTAM

Notice to Airmen

RPIC

Remote Pilot in Command

UAS

Unmanned Aircraft System
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The following participants attended the Tabletop, meeting either in person or by teleconference.
Organization

First

Last

Email

Loon
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Bouygues

leonardb@loon.com

Loon

David

Hansell

davidhansell@loon.com

Loon

Linda

O’Brien

obrienl@google.com

Loon

Zohaibm

Mian

zohaibmian@google.com

AeroVironment

Peter

De Baets

DeBaets@avinc.com

AeroVironment

Robert Nickerson "Nick"

Plumb

plumb@avinc.com

Aurora Flight Sciences

Gil

Crouse

crouse.Gil@aurora.aero

Aurora Flight Sciences

Miguel

Iturmendi

Iturmendi.Miguel@aurora.aero

Lockheed Martin

Ryan

Terry

ryan.n.terry@lmco.com

Leidos

Lee

Weinstein

lee.weinstein@leidos.com

DoD

Anthony

Militello

anthony.l.militello.civ@mail.mil

Northrop Grumman

Randy

Willis

Randy.Willis@ngc.com

Airbus

Tony

Evans

tony.evans@airbus-sv.com

Airbus

Fabian

Kluessendorf

Aerion Corp

Gene

Holloway

gholloway@aerioncorp.com

Aerion Corp

Chris

Meigs

cmeigs@aerioncorp.com

SCEYE

Stephen

Tomlin

st@SCEYE.com

The Padina Group

John

Walker

johnwalker@thepadinagroup.com

FAA-ANG

Diana

Liang

Diana.Liang@faa.gov
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FAA-ANG

Steve

Bradford

Steve.Bradford@faa.gov

FAA-ANG

Biruk

Abraham

Biruk.Abraham@faa.gov

FAA-AJV

Maureen

Keegan

Maureen.Keegan@faa.gov

FAA-AJV

Brian

Bagstad

brian.bagstad@faa.gov

FAA-AFS

Mark

Fox

Mark.E.Fox@faa.gov

FAA-ANG

Michelle

Cady

michelle.cady@faa.gov

FAA-ANG

Sherri

Magyarits

Sherri.Magyartis@faa.gov

FAA-ATC SME

Kevin

Aurandt

kevin.ctr.aurandt@faa.gov

FAA-ATC SME

Jim

Meadows

jim.meadows@faa.gov

FAA-AUS

Sam

Colasanti

sam.colasanti@faa.gov

FAA-AJR

Duane

Freer

duane.freer@faa.gov

FAA-AIR

Matt

Haskin

matthew.d.haskin@faa.gov

FAA-AJV

Amy

Seador

amy.seador@faa.gov

FAA-AJV

Scott

Rosenbloom

scott.rosenbloom@faa.gov

FAA-AJV

Brandon

Lint

brandon.e.lint@faa.gov

P17 Solutions

Bill

Trussell

btrussell@p17solutions.com

LS Technologies

Jonathan

Harding

Jonathan.harding@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Rich

Jehlen

richard.jehlen@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Arnol

Ketros

arnol.ketros@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Collin

Roche

Collin.Roche@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Brent

Custer

brent.custer@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Kristen

Beverly

kristen.beverly@lstechllc.com

LS Technologies

Jim

Smith

jim.smith@lstechllc.com
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CSSI

Kim

Bender

kim.ctr.bender@faa.gov

NASA

Jeff

Homola

jeffrey.r.homola@nasa.gov

NASA

Parimal

Kopardekar

parimal.h.kopardekar@nasa.gov

NASA

Connie

Brasil

connie.l.brasil@nasa.gov

NASA

Shawn

Engellund

shawn.engelland@nasa.gov

NASA

Cheryl

Quinn

cheryl.m.quinn@nasa.gov

NASA

William

Chan

william.n.chan@nasa.gov

NASA

Miwa

Hayashi

miwa.hayashi@nasa.gov

NASA

Paul

Lee

paul.u.lee@nasa.gov

NASA

Husni

Idris

husni.r.idris@nasa.gov

NATCA

Steve

Weidner

steve.weidner@natca.net

AIA

Max

Fenkell

max.fenkell@aia-aerospace.org
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Appendix B - ETM Tabletop Meeting Slides
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